
 

Saturday's Draconid meteors may be no-see-
ums
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This Oct. 31, 1998 photo illustration provided by the National Optical
Astronomy Observatory/ Association of Universities for Research in
Astronomy/National Science, shows the Comet Giacobini-Zinner, a fairly
frequent visitor to the inner solar system, was captured by the Kitt Peak
0.9-meter telescope in Tucson, Ariz. North is up with east to the left. Since the
comet was moving across the sky fairly quickly, and since color images are made
by combining successive exposures through three different filters, a conventional
combination would have either a streaked comet or a set of colored dots for each
star. To avoid this, the complete sequence of images, lasting over ninety minutes,
was specially processed. All frames for one color were combined with filtering
that removed the moving comet: this stars-only image was subtracted from each
comet frame, and the comet frames were registered and summed with further
filtering to remove any residuals. The two images, with stars only and with comet
only, were then added together to produce a single-color image in which neither
the comet nor the stars was trailed. These three frames were then united in the
final color picture, shown here. (AP Photo/National Optical Astronomy
Observatory/ Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy/National
Science
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(AP) -- Heads-up, meteor fans. As many as 750 meteors an hour are
expected Saturday, as Earth travels through streams of dust and ice from
Comet Giacobini-Zinner. The comet passes through the inner solar
system every seven years.

But the timing for viewing them in the United States is terrible. These
Draconid meteors are expected to peak between 3 and 5 p.m. EDT, so
the sun will obscure everything.

NASA space weatherman Bill Cooke suggests popping outside and
taking a look once it's dark. You might get lucky if forecasters' timing is
off.

And while the meteors will be falling during nighttime in Europe, Africa
and the Middle East, a nearly full moon is expected to dull the spectacle
there.

"The moon sucks. It's messed up meteor showers this year. Next year
will be better," said Cooke, team leader of NASA's Meteoroid
Environment Office at Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala.

It just so happens that this year's meteor showers are falling at or near
the time of full moons.

Because the Draconids move relatively slowly - 12 miles per second -
they're faint and the moonlight "really tends to wash them out," Cooke
said in a phone interview.

The Draconids get their name from the constellation Draco, the Dragon.

In 1933 and 1946, the Draconid outbursts were major - observers
reported an astounding rate of 20,000 shooting stars an hour. An Irish
astronomer described the 1933 episode like a flurry of snowflakes.
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The next Draconid outburst after this one will be in 2018.

If you miss this weekend's Draconids, you can catch the Orionids on
Oct. 22 - remnants from Halley's Comet, expected to number 20 meteors
an hour.

Then there are the Leonids in mid-November - with as many as 100
meteors an hour.

"Unfortunately, the moon will interfere with them as well," Cooke said.
"We just don't have any good luck, moonwise, this year."

  More information:
NASA: http://www.nasa.gov/offices/meo/home/index.html 

International Meteor Organization: http://www.imo.net/draconids2011
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be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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